Availability Evening/ Nights
Clinical Research Nurse
The Clinical Research Unit
Lady Davis Institute for Medical Research, SMBD Jewish General Hospital

The Clinical Research Unit of the Sir Mortimer B. Davis – Jewish General Hospital is seeking part-time nurses interested in doing evening and night shifts to manage patients on clinical trials for oncology and hematology.

This is an opportunity to gain an expertise in clinical trials nursing in a supportive, pleasant and controlled setting, and to make some extra money!

**Job Description:**
- This posting is for evening and nights as needed for a specific research protocol. The nurse will be called on as needed to perform evening and nights shifts either in the clinical research unit on E6 of the JGH or on an inpatient unit to monitor one or two patients on a clinical trial. Two nurses will be available for each evening and or night shift to monitor the patient(s) in order to ensure adequate care for the patient and completion of needed study-related tasks.
- Orientation period of 6 weeks (according to nurse’s availability)
- Non-unionized, funded by research grants.
- Training on phase I and II clinical trials will be provided so that the nurse will be proficient in performing study required procedures such as: o Obtaining and processing pharmacokinetic samples according to protocol guidelines
- Performing serial vital signs and ECG’s according to protocol guidelines o
- Observing patients for treatment related effects/ symptoms of disease and documenting these effects in real time.
- There is the possibility of administering investigational chemotherapy according to protocol standards, and training will be provided for this.
- The nurse will have or gain the ability to effectively and efficiently handle multiple tasks simultaneously with precision and adhere to sponsor requirements.

**Position Requirements:**
- Experience in an oncology/ hematology/ medicine setting
- RN/ BScN
- Clinical trials experience an asset
- Bilingual
- Good IV/ phlebotomy skills
- Current OIIQ member
- Must be able to work both independently and in a team setting
- Excellent problem solving, organization skills and meticulous documentation
- Available evening and nights

**Starting Date:** Immediately
**Hours:** Availability (Evening –Nights)
**Salary:** Competitive (commensurate with experience and qualifications)

---

Please send CV to:

Tracy Regimbald
Head Research Nurse, Clinical Research Unit
SMBD Jewish General Hospital
FAX: (514) 340-7574 --- E-Mail: tregimbald@jgh.mcgill.ca